Strategies for Preparing Graphene Liquid Cells for Transmission Electron Microscopy.
A graphene liquid cell for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) uses one or two graphene sheets to separate the liquid from the vacuum in the microscope. In principle, graphene is an excellent material for such an application because it allows the highest possible spatial resolution, provides a flexible covering foil, and effectively protects the liquid from evaporating. Examples in open literature have demonstrated atomic-resolution TEM using small liquid pockets and the coverage of whole biological cells with graphene sheets. A total of three different basic types of liquid cells are discerned: (i) one graphene sheet is used to cover a liquid sample supported by a thin membrane of another material (for example, silicon nitride, SiN), (ii) two graphene sheets pressed together leaving liquid pockets with graphene at both sides, and (iii) a spacer material with liquid pockets covered at both sides by graphene. A total of four different process flows are available for liquid cell assembly, but there is not yet a consensus on the best routes, and a number of variations exist. The key step is the transfer of graphene to a liquid sample, which is complicated by practical issues that arise from imperfections in the graphene sheets, such as cracks. This review provides an overview of these different approaches to assembling graphene liquid cells and discusses the main obstacles and ideas to overcome them with the prospect of developing the nanoscale technology needed for graphene liquid cells so that they become available on a routine basis for electron microscopy in liquid. It also provides guidance in selecting the appropriate type of graphene liquid cell and the best assembly method for a specific experiment.